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Each year at Strategic Planning, Skyland’s Board
and Senior Management Team spend significant
Scott DeWeese
time discussing the company’s future direction
Director of
and potential capital asset projects. At this
Strategy
January’s Strategic Planning, we briefly reviewed
the past 10 year’s capital asset projects. The list is
quite impressive and I would like to share a few highlights.
During the past 10 years, Skyland has undertaken 44 major projects.
40 of those projects were additional permanent or bunker grain
storage. In the past 10 years, Skyland has constructed 14.2 million
bushels of additional permanent storage at 14 locations. During
that same period, 21.5 million bushels of bunker storage has been
completed. The bunker storage included 32 bunkers at 17 locations.
This is a total of 35.7 million bushels of additional grain storage. In
addition to the new storage, 430,000 bushels per hour of additional
elevation capacity has been added. This included new legging
capacity of 250,000 bushels per hour plus 180,000 bushels per hour
of high speed conveyors. Also, 22 new scales have been added to
speed up the turnaround time at many locations. The total cost of
all these projects was over $75 million.

44 Projects

14.2 million bushels permanent storage
21.5 million bushels bunker storage
35.7 million bushels of additional storage
430,000 bushels per hour of additional
elevation capacity
22 new scales

Updates...
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I know many patrons have not seen all the facilities so I would like to feature several of
those projects. The new Dermot location in northeast Morton County started in 2017
with an office, scales, probe, high speed conveyor and 1.0 million bushels of bunker
storage. Our patrons have overwhelmingly supported this new facility and led the
board to approve adding a new 1.2 million bushel steel tank and a 25,000 bushel/hour
leg which was completed in late 2018. The Cunningham Operations facility was built
in 2016 as a state-of-the-art, centralized agronomy center and chemical warehouse
facility. The location has two large liquid fertilizer storage tanks for UAN and 10-340. Office space for operations and sales personnel were included in the structure as
well as a service bay for Skyland equipment repair and maintenance. In addition, a
new 750,000 bushel steel storage tank with a 20,000 bushel/hour leg was constructed
and two 500,000 bushel bunkers were added. The Johnson dry fertilizer shed was
constructed in 2015 to improve Skyland’s ability to service our dry fertilizer customers.
This facility holds 12,500 tons of dry fertilitzer with twin tower load outs and has the
ability to provide custom blends.
The Skyland Board is very committed to improving the company’s infrastructure and
grain handling process, for the benefit of our producers.

Market Update
There are many things currently affecting the markets. A couple
big things I want to touch on are the government shutdown, and
the trade war with China. The government shutdown has meant
that we don’t receive the usual government reports weekly or
monthly about market trends. The weekly markets have also
been at a standstill since the shutdown began. In regards to the
trade war with China, they have done a little bit of soybean
business with us, but not enough to be a big game changer.
It seems to me that both sides are saying the right things, but
nothing is changing or happening. We will continue to monitor
these two situations to see how our producers will be affected.

Corn

Matt Overturf

Grain
Manager

Corn prices have stayed relatively steady within a 20 cent trading range. Exports
have been average, but we are dealing with a big crop and large carryouts. The
trade war with China could potentially mean that next year there will be quite a
few more corn acres in comparison to soybeans.

David Cron

CEO

Your Skyland Grain, LLC Senior Staff, along with the Skyland Grain
board and Skyland Co-op board attended a 3 day strategic planning
session in January. I am proud of the fact that we had 100% participation
from the boards and senior staff. We are looking forward to another great
year serving our producers. I believe that strategic planning is the most
beneficial meeting of the year, as that’s where we decide on projects and
goals for the year. The great thing about the Skyland boards is they are
always looking forward and doing their due diligence for every project
we look at. See Steve Arnold’s article for more information on strategic
planning and current projects we are unveiling.

Scott DeWeese’s presentation at strategic planning was very interesting. As you can see
through his article on the front page Skyland has been very serious about upgrades to our
facilities and making everything easier and quicker for our producers. It is fascinating to
look back at the last 10 years and see all of the previous goals set at strategic planning come
to fruition. I believe this truly shows we are invested in our farmers.

As always, thank you for your business. We know you have choices, thanks for
choosing us.

Wheat

Wheat is still not getting a lot of export business. I think people thought Russia would
have run out of wheat by now, but they haven’t. If we are going to get any wheat
exports done we need to do it in the next three to four months, or we probably won’t
get any done this year. The one thing wheat does have going for it, is that we could
be seeing the lowest winter wheat acres maybe ever. This may be especially true in
Kansas, because in many areas, it was too wet this fall and it didn’t get planted in the
optimum time frame.

Soybeans

The trade war with china has kept a lid on soybeans. I think the wild card will be
the African Swine Fever in China. I don’t think anyone realizes how bad it really
is over there. If it is as bad as they say, China might not need as many beans
to feed their pig population, because they are losing so many right now. The
positive to that is it could actually be a plus for the swine industry in the U.S.
To sum this all up, it is kind of a political nightmare right now, and it’s affecting a
whole lot of agriculture. Until the government can reopen and get along it might be a
long drawn out process. With all of that in mind, if you want to discuss your options,
or need any help with contracts, contact me in the Johnson office at 620-492-6210, or
Tony Loehr in the Cunningham office at 620-318-6050. We want to thank everyone for
your continued business as we look forward to a new year!

FERTILIZER DEMANDS ARE HIGH
Fertilizer prices continue to go up, due to world demand. This year China
is going to produce less Urea than normal. They usually export 10% of
the world’s Urea market, but this year they may only produce enough for
themselves. Since the year 2000 use of fertilizer has increased by 2%, so
we don’t have enough being manufactured to stay up with that demand.
Justin Ochs

Agronomy
Manager

The other big challenge on fertilizer is going to be that the United States
had a really bad fall application run. The US as a whole only put on 60%
of what is normal at the end of 2018, due to weather and excess moisture.
That means the extra 40% will get pushed into the spring. It is going to
make this spring tough, because there are only so many trucks to get the
fertilizer from point A to point B. Some fertilizer dealers are thinking that
freight may double, because of the increase in need. As far as Skyland
Grain goes, we had a pretty decent fall, and are sitting much better than
the majority of the country.

Chemical prices, last fall, looked like they were going to go up
along with the China tariffs, but they leveled off with not much
change from last year. Skyland Grain will deliver chemicals
to your farm, at no charge. As always if you have questions or
concerns, contact me in the Johnson office at 620-492-6210.
Paul Sack

Southwest Kansas
Co-op Service
General Manager

Skyland Grain, LLC has begun construction on a new state of the art, 3 million gallon fuel
storage tank farm. After its completion, tentatively set for August, it is Skyland’s intent for
Southwest Kansas Co-op Service, Inc. to operate the new facility. The tanks will be located
just west of Ulysses. This ground was originally being developed as an ethanol facility so rail
was installed on site for shipping of product. SWKS Co-op will be able to take advantage of
the rail already installed to ship in fuel by train when the market allows.
This facility will be a huge step forward for the fuel supply chain in Southwest Kansas. In
recent years, the area has seen the closure of 2 out of 3 fuel supply terminals, leaving only
the Scott City terminal, which has had numerous outages and pipeline issues over the last
three years. This has made it necessary to haul much of the areas fuel from McPherson, KS
and Sunray, TX. This new storage facility will allow SWKS Co-op the ability to bring in fuel
during the off-season, and store it until needed during the high volume season. SWKS Co-op
will still have all of their current products and services available, but with the addition of this
new facility they will be in a better position to guarantee fuel supply to our patrons.

Strategic Planning
Steve Arnold

Board President

Strategic Planning is the most important meeting of the year. Skyland
Grain’s Senior Staff, as well as both the Skyland Grain Board and the
Skyland Co-op Board met in Manhattan in January to discuss the
objectives for the upcoming year. Senior staff hasn’t always attended
the strategic planning, but the board and I have been very happy to
have them there since Skyland Grain was formed in 2004. I believe that
the addition of the senior staff to the planning sessions has made a big
impact on the success of Skyland Grain over the years.

Not only is this meeting a time for the board to get together and share ideas about how we
want to proceed through the year, it is also a great time for us to get to see the changes that
have occurred throughout the previous year. When we set goals at the beginning of the year,
we can then look back at them when it comes time for the CEO performance evaluation, and
see which of them were met and which still need to be addressed. Without goals, whether it’s
in the coop or on your farm, you’re just operating day to day and not really moving forward.
I believe that Skyland is really good at taking on challenges and sometimes having flexibility
when it comes to the objectives we set at the beginning of the year. This is a major advantage
in allowing the ideas to develop further than we had expected. Not every goal pans out, but I
take pride in knowing that we have set the bar high for the upcoming year.

New Projects

We will have a lot of announcements and new projects to talk about throughout the year,
but I wanted to touch on a few exciting ones that we are currently working on. Skyland
has just unveiled their Crop Applicator simulation first at strategic planning, then at Pratt
Community College with the Skyland Grain Crop Applicator students. This simulator
consists of three 40-inch monitors, one in front and one on each side, and a seat with controls
identical to what it would look like in a real spray rig. This seat is mounted on hydraulic
pistons that are controlled through a computer and mimic the visual on the screens. If a
student hits something or goes over a bumpy road, then the seat will jar them, making the
experience seem real. We believe that this simulator will be an extremely valuable tool for
Skyland, whether its recruiting students to the PCC program, getting high school students
interested in agriculture, or continuing education for our current employees.
As a farmer, there is nothing worse than not being able to get fuel when needed. To solve
this problem, Skyland is building a new state of the art fuel storage facility in Ulysses, KS.
This facility will hold 3 million gallons of fuel, which will help keep farmers fueled, even
when the other terminals run out. Skyland will fill it during the slow seasons in order to
keep us as producers going during the busy harvest seasons.
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WATCH FOR MORE
INFORMATION ABOUT

THESE UPCOMING EVENTS

Annual Meeting
Cunningham: Tuesday May 28th 6 p.m.
Johnson: Thursday May 30th 6 p.m.

Scholarship Application Deadline
April 1st, 2019

Construction Updates
Twin Forks, KS

(new location in Skyland’s Eastern Region)

• 3–60’ diameter by 120’ high concrete McPherson bins
• 1.2 million bu capacity
• 25,000 bu/hr receiving capacity
• New office, scale and probe
• Complete by wheat harvest 2019
We broke ground in December on this new site 3 miles
north of our Brown Spur location. This will add
some much-needed capacity in the Brown Spur and
Penalosa areas. We hope to have the project completed
by wheat harvest.

Guy Martin

COO

